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Abstract: We investigate Higgs-boson pair production at the LHC when the final state
system arises from decays of vector-like quarks coupling to the Higgs boson and the Stan-
dard Model quarks. Our phenomenological study includes next-to-leading-order QCD cor-
rections, which are important to guarantee accurate predictions, and focuses on a detailed
analysis of a di-Higgs signal in the four b-jet channel. Whereas existing Run II CMS and
ATLAS analyses are not specifically designed for probing non-resonant, vector-like-quark
induced, di-Higgs production, we show that they nevertheless offer some potential for these
modes. We then investigate the possibility of distinguishing between the various di-Higgs
production mechanisms by exploiting the kinematic properties of the signal.ar
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1 Introduction
Vector-like quarks (VLQ), or quarks whose left-handed and right-handed components lie
in the same representation of the Standard Model (SM) gauge symmetry group, are under
strong scrutiny at the LHC due to their relevance in many extensions of the SM. They
appear, for instance, in models featuring extra space-time dimensions, an extended gauge
symmetry, or a composite Higgs sector [1–5]. VLQs in general mix with all three generations
of SM quarks, and the mixing with the first generation can in particular be quite relevant for
various new physics production mechanisms, even though such a mixing is constrained by
low-energy experimental data. On the other hand, the structure of the theories containing
vector-like quarks enables a wealth of options for describing the decays of these quarks
into the SM particles, and the channel in which the VLQ decays into a Higgs boson often
plays an important role. For instance, if the model particle content exhibits more than
one VLQ multiplet that largely mixes with the SM quark sector, an almost exclusive decay
into a Higgs boson (and not any other gauge boson) and an accompanying SM quark is
possible [6, 7]. Such a possibility is especially realised in specific and well motivated new
physics models containing two doublets of VLQs.
We focus in this work on the production of two Higgs bosons, or di-Higgs production,
in the context of models featuring VLQs that always decay into a Higgs boson and a SM
quark. Run II LHC searches for new physics in di-Higgs events have been performed by
both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations, using final-state signatures made of four jets
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issued from the fragmentation of bottom quarks, or b-jets, in particular when the pair
of Higgs bosons could possibly originate from the decay of a heavier resonance [8–12].
Other signatures have also been considered, when, for instance, a resonantly produced
di-Higgs system decays into a pair of b-jets and either a pair of taus [13, 14], a pair of
photons [15, 16], or a pair of weak bosons [17], as well as into a pair of weak bosons and a
diphoton system [18].
As the four-b-jet signature is associated with the largest branching ratio, we investigate
the potential impact of the presence of VLQs on the searches by a study of di-Higgs
production and decay into a final state containing four b-jets. The present study is meant
to give an example of the potential of the di-Higgs mode for investigating physics beyond
the SM, rather than being a complete analysis, which can only be done at the level of
the LHC collaborations. Extra quarks can enhance the cross section [19, 20] related to
the production of two Higgs bosons, the latter being produced either directly or through
the VLQ decays. As a consequence, the LHC may be able to observe an excess and
discover vector-like quarks, or to instead strongly constrain VLQ scenarios, by means
of di-Higgs probes. We critically analyse existing bounds extracted from di-Higgs data,
pointing out additional information which can be obtained from the present searches. We
moreover discuss specific issues related to di-Higgs production in VLQ models, including
the relevance of boosted and non-boosted topologies, as well as the relative strength of the
QCD and electroweak (EW) production modes that could give rise to a di-Higgs system
from the decay of VLQs. We in particular investigate the connection between the single and
the pair production of VLQ particles. We extend our preliminary work performed in the
context of the 2015 Les Houches Workshop on TeV Collider Physics [19], and additionally
include next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD effects in a study of scenarios in which the sole
non-vanishing EW VLQ coupling involves a Higgs boson. Such effects are expected to be
particularly important when the VLQs couple to the first generation quarks [19, 20].
This article is organised as follows. Section 2 contains a description of the effective
framework that we employ for our VLQ study, and includes possibilities for linking it
to ultraviolet-complete realisations. This section also investigates di-Higgs production in
VLQ models, and presents a comprehensive analysis of the diverse production modes of
two Higgs bosons in such models. In Section 3, we detail our simulation setup and study
the phenomenological consequences of our signal on existing LHC searches. In Section 4,
we compare and contrast the VLQ-induced QCD and EW production modes of a VLQ
pair, and propose some variables that could be useful to distinguish them. We give our
conclusions in Section 5.
2 Theoretical framework
2.1 Model-independent implementation
We consider a simplified model where the SM is supplemented by new VLQs that only
couple to the Higgs boson and the SM quarks, on top of the usual QCD gauge interactions.
A model-independent parameterisation able to describe the main features of a generic VLQ
was proposed in Ref. [21]. Its main advantage consisted in the free coupling parameters
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that were describing both the VLQ branching ratios and single production cross sections.
This model has been recently extended so that QCD NLO effects can be included at the
VLQ production level [20].
In the following, we use the above-mentioned NLO model after having turned off all
unnecessary VLQ couplings to the EW gauge bosons. We restrict ourselves to the cases of a
top-like heavy quark T (with an electric charge of 2/3) of mass MT and a bottom-like heavy
quark B (with an electric charge of −1/3) of mass MB, as any other extra quark would
have an electric charge preventing it from coupling to the Higgs boson. The simplified
Lagrangian that we consider is therefore given by
LVLQ = iB¯ /DB −MBB¯B + iT¯ /DT −MT T¯ T
− h
[
B¯
(
κˆBLPL + κˆ
B
RPR
)
qd + T¯
(
κˆTLPL + κˆ
T
RPR
)
qu + h.c.
]
,
(2.1)
where the covariant derivatives only include QCD interactions, and PL and PR stand for the
left-handed and right-handed chirality projectors. Although weak gauge couplings could
have been also introduced, their contribution is always subleading, on top of being model-
dependent, so that they have been ignored [21]. We have however retained the couplings
of a single VLQ to the Higgs boson and a SM quark (SM flavour indices being understood)
on the second line of the above equation. While the NLO implementation directly uses
the κˆ parameters appearing in Eq. (2.1) as free parameters, our phenomenological analysis
relies on the conventions of Ref. [21] where the couplings are fixed as
κˆT/BL/R =
√
2
MT/B
vSM
κT/B
√
ζiL/R
2Γ0h
, 2Γ0h =
(
1− M
2
h
M2T/B
)2
∼ 1 , (2.2)
vSM being the SM Higgs vacuum expectation value and κT/B a generic coupling strength.
The rationale behind this normalisation choice is such that the parameter ζi is equal to
the branching ratio associated with a T/B decay into a Higgs boson and the ith generation
SM quark. The kinematic factor Γ0h only plays a role when a coupling to the Z and/or
W boson is present, and it can be approximated to Γ0h ∼ 1/2 for the VLQ mass range of
interest. The reason for the presence of a mass scaling in Eq. (2.2) arises from the fact
that κˆ vSM/MQ is proportional to the mixing angle between the VLQ and the SM quarks,
which also affects the couplings of the SM quarks.
It can be proven, in general, that the mixing angles are chiral. In other words, the
VLQ coupling to the Higgs boson and a specific chirality of SM fermion is suppressed with
respect to the coupling to the other chirality by the mass of the SM fermion [21]. In any
phenomenological analysis, one has thus the freedom to choose either left or right-handed
VLQ couplings. The mixing between the extra quark and the SM quarks is however a
constrained quantity. It is bounded by experimental data that includes precision mea-
surements in the EW sector [22–24], flavour observables [22, 25] and the currently allowed
room for deviations in the Higgs sector [26, 27]. These constraints on the mixing angles are
approximately independent on the mass of the VLQ because they come from lower energy
measurements. As an example, it was found that for a VLQ mixing to the first generation
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only, as in the VLQ realisations considered in the rest of this paper, the bounds mainly
stem from deviations of the Z-boson coupling to up quarks as measured in atomic parity
violation experiments, and leads to κT . 0.07 [21]. Even though the mixing angle is in
principle inversely proportional to the VLQ mass, we decided to fix its value independently
on the VLQ mass. With this choice, it turns out to be easier to compare our findings with
low energy bounds. The precise value of the coupling κT/B, however, crucially depends on
the specific model.
As illustrative examples, we briefly describe in the rest of this section two scenarios
where our model configuration featuring exclusive VLQ couplings to the Higgs boson and
a light SM quark arises naturally. One of these examples concerns a weakly coupled theory
and the other one a strongly coupled theory.
2.2 Concrete examples
The simplest example of a VLQ model featuring exclusive couplings to the Higgs boson
and the first generation of SM quarks consists of an extension of the SM where two weak
doublets of extra quarks are added to the SM. The first one, denoted by Q1 = (U1, D1),
has a SM hypercharge of YSM = 1/6 and the other one, denoted by Q2 = (X2, U2), has
an hypercharge Y = YSM + 1 = 7/6. Both doublets can couple to the SM fermions via
Yukawa interactions with the Brout-Englert-Higgs field, so that the mass Lagrangian and
the (physical) Higgs boson interaction terms read
− L ⊃M1 U¯1LU1R +M2 U¯2LU2R +
(
1 +
h
vSM
)(
y1U¯1L + y2U¯2L
)
u˜R , (2.3)
where we have neglected the Yukawa interactions of the first generation SM quark due to
their smallness. In our notations, M1 and M2 denote the VLQ mass parameters, y1 and
y2 the strengths of their interaction with the Higgs boson multiplied by the SM vacuum
expectation value vSM and u˜R is the SM right-handed up-quark field.
The interest behind this model is that for degenerate VLQ masses, i.e. for the symmet-
ric setup in which M1 = M2 = M and y1 = y2 = y, the new physics impact on the Z-boson
couplings to the SM quarks nicely cancels. Such cancellations can also be achieved in the
more general case in which the mass parameters are different, but where the strength of
the Zu¯u coupling and the electroweak precision observables agree with data at the price
of introducing VLQ couplings both to the Z and Higgs bosons. The considered symmetric
scenario has been first proposed in the context of Higgs-boson production [6], and then
generalised [28, 29]. As a detailed study of the constraints on the free parameters can be
found in Ref. [24], we restrict ourself to a summary of the main features of the model.
The quark mass eigenbasis (T, T ′, uR) is obtained by rotating the gauge eigenbasis
(U1, U2, u˜R) as follows,
u˜R = sinϕR TR + cosϕR uR , U1R + U2R =
√
2(cosϕR TR − sinϕR uR) ,
U1R − U2R =
√
2T ′R , U1L + U2L =
√
2TL , U1L − U2L =
√
2T ′L ,
(2.4)
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where uR is the SM (massless) quark field, T/T
′ are the VLQ mass eigenstates and ϕR is
the mixing angle of the heavy quark with the SM quark. The physical masses are given by
MT =
M
cosϕR
and MT ′ = M = MT cosϕR , with tanϕR =
√
2y
M
. (2.5)
After these redefinitions, it is found that the heavier state T couples to the SM up-type
quark exclusively via the Higgs boson, with an interaction strength that reads
κˆTR =
MT
v
cosϕR sinϕR . (2.6)
We consequently derive from Eq. (2.2),
κT ∼ cosϕR sinϕR√
2
, (2.7)
in the notations of the simplified model that we have introduced in Section 2.1. Moreover,
the model contains three lighter and degenerate states, namely the T ′ up-type quark, a
bottom-like heavy quark B ≡ D1 and an X ≡ X2 state with an electric charge of 5/3.
These three quarks couple to the SM quarks and the massive weak gauge bosons with a
strength proportional to the sine of the mixing angle ϕR,
T ′-Z-u ⇒ κ˜T ′R = − sinϕR ,
B-W−-u ⇒ κBR = −
sinϕR√
2
,
X-W+-u ⇒ κXR = −
sinϕR√
2
,
(2.8)
in the notations of Ref. [21].
In order to assess the phenomenological viability of such a realisation, constraints on
the masses and couplings of the light new resonances can be estimated from a CMS analysis
that performed a search for single- and pair-produced light-flavour quark partners [30].
Considering the production of a pair of X and B quarks via strong interactions followed
by an exclusive VLQ decay into a Wq system, the resulting WW plus jets signature can
be used to extract a bound on the masses of these two B and X states independently of
the mixing angle ϕR.
We derive bounds by comparing theoretical predictions for the total production rate
σpp→BB,XX to the CMS exclusion shown in Ref. [30], we get an MB = MX > 945 GeV
constraint. For masses above this limit, the most stringent and sole constraint arises from
searches for singly-produced B quarks subsequently decaying into a Wq system that is
produced by uu¯ annihilation. The reason is twofold. First, the corresponding CMS search
is charge-sensitive and specifically targets the presence of W− bosons in the final state.
Next, the other relevant single VLQ production option giving rise to W− bosons involves an
X¯ resonance. The latter can only be produced via u¯u¯ annihilation that is suppressed by the
parton densities, which renders the search ineffective. This motivates the development of
a future search for W+q VLQ decays, which could benefit from a parton-density-enhanced
uu initial state.
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Figure 1. Existing constraints on the parameters of the simplest VLQ realisation featuring extra quarks
coupling to the first generation of SM quark and the Higgs boson, as extracted from the CMS search of
Ref. [30]. The bounds are equivalently shown in the (κBR ,MB) plane (left) and (κT ,MT ) plane (right). The
red area is excluded by the search for a strongly produced pair of VLQs, while the blue area shows the
additional exclusion arising from the search for a singly-produced B-quark.
Making use of the results of Ref. [30] and Eq. (2.8), we derive a bound on the κBR
coupling that depends on the B quark mass (left panel of Figure 1). In the right panel of
Figure 1, we re-express the results, via the mixing angle ϕR, in terms of the T coupling to
the Higgs boson and the T -quark mass. The red area indicates the bounds derived from
VLQ pair production, and the blue region reflects the single-VLQ production constraints.
Further constraints could however arise from EW precision tests [24].
The second considered example of models originates from Composite Higgs setups
with partial compositeness and an extended custodial symmetry [31]. Independently on
the symmetry breaking pattern, the minimal top-partner content consists of a bi-doublet
and a singlet field of extra quarks charged under the custodial SO(4) symmetry. Both
the bi-doublet and the singlet fields mix linearly with the SM elementary fields via two
pre-Yukawa couplings that we denote yL (for the bi-doublet) and yR (for the singlet), while
no SM Yukawa interaction is present. We choose a mixing with the first generation of SM
quarks. As the small mass of the up quark is proportional to the product of the two yL
and yR couplings, we assume that yL  yR and hence decouple the bi-doublet from the
rest of the spectrum [32].
In this limit, the mass and Yukawa interaction Lagrangian for the composite singlet
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field U˜ reads
− L ⊃ ¯˜UL
(
M1 U˜R + yRf cos  u˜R
)
, (2.9)
where u˜R stands for the right-handed SM up-quark field and sin  = vSM/f includes the
effect of the EW symmetry breaking, f being the composite scale. A redefinition of the
right-handed fields allows for the rewriting of the Lagrangian in the mass eigenbasis, the
heavy quark mass MT and mixing angle ϕ1 being related to the Lagrangian parameters as
MT =
√
M21 + y
2
Rf
2 cos2  =
M1
cosϕ1
with tanϕ1 =
yRf cos 
M1
. (2.10)
As this redefinition only involves right-handed fields that are not sensitive to the weak
interactions, no off-diagonal gauge interactions are generated. However, an off-diagonal
coupling to the Higgs boson arises from the fact that the elementary right-handed up-quark
couples to the composite object non-linearly, i.e. via a cosine function. The corresponding
interaction term is in this case given by
L ⊃ yR sin  h ¯˜ULu˜R = MT
vSM
sin2 
cos 
sin 2ϕ1
2
h T¯LuR + · · ·+ h.c. (2.11)
Typically, the value of sin  is bounded to be small by EW precision tests, so that we
consider a generic bound of sin2  . 0.1 [24]. In the notations of Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.7),
the coupling strength of the VLQ to the Higgs boson has therefore a natural upper bound
of
κˆTR .
MT
vSM
· 0.05 ⇒ κT . 0.035 . (2.12)
In the limit where the singlet field decouples from the spectrum, one can design an
alternative composite realisation with the mixing of a bi-doublet to the SM elementary
quark field. This can be mapped to the example introduced at the beginning of this
section, with the equalities M1 = M2 and y1 = y2 being naturally enforced as the two
doublets of the first example are now the components of a single multiplet of the custodial
SO(4) symmetry [32].
2.3 Di-Higgs production at the LHC
Non-resonant di-Higgs production can result both from processes involving internal VLQ
propagators, or from the production of a single VLQ (in association with a Higgs boson)
or a pair of VLQs that then decay into a Higgs boson and a jet. We describe in this
subsection all these relevant production modes in the context of VLQ setups featuring a
VLQ coupling to the Higgs boson with an up-type quark exclusively. Di-Higgs states can
be produced either alone or in association with jets, as illustrated on Figure 2 where we
show representative leading-order (LO) Feynman diagrams for the five different production
mechanisms. In those diagrams, all external VLQs are understood to decay into a Higgs
boson and a jet.
Di-Higgs production can be induced by the production of a pair of VLQs through
strong interactions, as illutrated by the first diagram of Figure 2. This mechanism, being
only sensitive to gauge interactions, is independent of the value of the κT/B parameters.
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Figure 2. Sample LO Feynman diagrams for each of the five production channels described in the text
and giving rise a VLQ-induced di-Higgs final states, with the decay Q→ hq not explicitly indicated.
In this case, the di-Higgs final state arises from two Q → qh decays and is thus produced
in association with two additional jets, already at the LO accuracy. As mentioned in
Section 2.1, additional contributions could stem from EW gauge interactions, via, e.g.,
s-channel W/Z and photon exchanges. These model-dependent contributions are however
typically small, and thus omitted.
Alternatively, the pair of VLQs could be produced electroweakly via diagrams that
depend on κ2T/B, as illustrated by the second graph on Figure 2. Although such contribu-
tions are naively thought to be much smaller than the QCD corresponding processes, VLQ
carrying the same electric charge could be produced via such a mechanism, which benefits
from an enhancement originating from the parton densities (PDF). We have furthermore
verified that for the parameter space regions under consideration, interferences of EW and
QCD contributions are always negligible.
A pair of Higgs boson can also be produced from the associated production of a single
VLQ and a Higgs boson, the second Higgs boson arising from the VLQ decay. The di-Higgs
system is thus produced together with an extra hard-scattering jet, and the corresponding
amplitude, corresponding to the third Feynman diagram in Figure 2, scales linearly with
κT/B.
The di-Higgs system can also be produced directly, the VLQ only appearing as internal
propagators. This is illustrated by the fourth and fifth diagrams of Figure 2. The first
of these diagrams is representative of di-Higgs production via a t-channel VLQ exchange
and is proportional, at the level of the LO amplitude, to κ2T/B. In contrast, the second
contribution is similar to the loop-induced SM production mode (that is included in the
calculation), VLQs being additionally allowed to appear in the loop as studied in Ref. [33–
36].
In Figure 3, we compare the total cross sections associated with these different di-Higgs
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Figure 3. Di-Higgs production cross sections at the LHC, for proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass
energy of 13 TeV and for a benchmark scenario in which κT/B = 0.07. The results are shown as a function
of the VLQ mass and we consider up-type (left) and down-type (right) quark partners coupling to the first
generation. A detailed explanation of the various curves is given in the text. LO results (light colours) and
associated error bands can be compared to their NLO counterparts (darker colours).
production modes for κT/B = 0.07. For each production mechanism, we include LO (lighter
colours) and NLO (dark colours) predictions in QCD, with the associated uncertainty band.
For all subprocesses, NLO effects are found to largely enhance the rates and reduce the
errors, as emphasized in Ref. [20]. QCD-induced VLQ production contributions (in grey)
are independent on the quark flavour and drop quickly with the VLQ mass. However,
EW diagram contributions, that depend on the κT/B coupling and are thus enhanced by
the VLQ mass as shown by Eq. (2.2), start to contribute for VLQ masses larger than
about 1 TeV, as shown by the red bands that include all (i.e. both the QCD and EW
components) VLQ-induced di-Higgs production processes pp → QQ,QQ¯, Q¯Q¯. The effect
is found more dramatic for up-type quarks, which mainly results from the pp→ QQ process
that is PDF-enhanced as it could proceed via two up valence quarks.
The cross sections associated with Qh production are depicted by green bands, and
benefits from a smaller phase space suppression for large VLQ masses than for VLQ pair
production. For the considered benchmark scenario in which κT/B = 0.07, pair and single
VLQ production yield cross sections of similar values when QCD contributions to VLQ
pair-production become subleading, i.e. for MT & 1 TeV. The phase-space suppression
associated with the EW contributions to VLQ pair-production is compensated by the
coupling enhancement.
On the basis of the different cross section coupling scalings detailed above, Qh-induced
di-Higgs production only dominates over the QQ mode for intermediate masses, EW pair
production dominating instead for very large masses. This is further illustrated in Figure 4
where total cross section contours, summed over all pair and single production modes,
are shown in the (MQ, κQ) plane. We distinguish the different regions of the parameter
space in terms of the dominant di-Higgs production mode. Cases dominated by the QCD
contributions to VLQ-pair production are shown in grey, by the EW contributions to VLQ
pair production in red, and by Qh single production in green. The latter is, as expected,
– 9 –
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Figure 4. Di-Higgs (total) production cross section at the LHC shown as contours in the (MQ, κQ) plane.
The results, to be read in fb, contain both the single VLQ and VLQ-pair components and we represent as
coloured regions the parameter space areas where a given production channel dominates (QCD-induced VLQ
pair production in grey, EW-induced VLQ pair production in red and Qh-induced production in green).
Direct (loop-induced and tree-level t-channel VLQ exchange) di-Higgs production has been neglected as
the corresponding new physics contributions are always subleading for the parameter space regions under
consideration.
found to only dominate in the intermediate region where the VLQ mass is not too large
(so that EW contributions are still subleading) and not too small (to prevent the strong
contributions from dominating).
Loop-induced contributions to di-Higgs production by gluon fusion (last diagram of
Figure 2), as well as direct di-Higgs production via a t-channel VLQ exchange (fourth dia-
gram of Figure 2) are always negligible in the parameter space regions under consideration.
The t-channel VLQ exchange is shown as violet bands in Figure 3, and the gluon fusion
loop-induced contributions are shown as a brown band. The former is subleading and
hardly contributes, even for large masses for which all other modes start to be phase-space
suppressed. This is still true even after accounting for the gigantic NLO K-factors due to
the quark-gluon-initiated contributions that arise at NLO and that turn to dominate. The
loop-induced results (brown) are dominated by the SM top-loop diagram and are thus not
depending on the VLQ setup at all. These two direct di-Higgs production channels however
yield Higgs bosons possessing a low transverse momentum pT , so that the corresponding
events are unlikely to populate the signal regions of the corresponding analyses that target
high pT Higgs boson pair-production (see Section 3). We leave for future work the design
of a specific study allowing to probe these production modes and their specific topology.
3 LHC searches at 13 TeV
Studying the pair-production of Higgs bosons at the LHC is an important topic of research.
There exist a large number of dedicated ATLAS and CMS analyses at a centre-of-mass
– 10 –
energy of
√
s = 8 and 13 TeV, and they differ by the final state they focus on. Various
signatures have been considered, which include final states with two h → bb decays [8–
12], as well as those with one h → bb and one h → τ+τ− decay [13, 14], one h → bb
and one h → γγ decay [15, 16], one h → bb and one h → W+W− decay [17], as well as
one h → W+W− and one h → γγ decay [18]. Here we focus on the ATLAS and CMS
analyses using 13 TeV data in the four-b-jet final state and estimate the LHC sensitivity
to the model proposed in Section 2.1 This final state has the advantage of arising from
Higgs boson decays with the largest branching fraction. In addition, b-jet tagging and, at
high VLQ masses, jet substructure techniques make this channel promising and worthy to
explore.
Both LHC collaborations have searched for new physics connected to di-Higgs pro-
duction in cases where the Higgs-boson pair is resonantly produced from the decay of a
heavier new particle, as well as when it is produced non-resonantly. Searches are typically
organised into two classes depending on the pT of the h→ bb system. The ‘resolved’ final
state analyses are optimised for reconstructing low pT Higgs boson pairs using four sepa-
rate b-jets in the detector, whereas ‘boosted’ final state analyses target the high pT h→ bb
decays where the showered and hadronised b quarks are merged into one fat jet that is
clustered using a larger distance parameter than a more conventional jet arising from a
single hard parton.
In this section we use event selections inspired by the corresponding ATLAS [9] and
CMS [11, 12] analyses at
√
s = 13 TeV to identify resolved and boosted hh → 4b con-
figurations. As the experimental searches of Refs. [9, 11, 12] are mainly aiming at the
resonant production of a pair of Higgs bosons from a heavy new physics state decay, both
Higgs bosons are studied in the same way, i.e. either both resolved or both boosted. The
intermediate regime in which only one of the Higgs bosons would be boosted is not consid-
ered, although it may be interesting when the Higgs-boson system arises asymmetrically,
as discussed in Section 4.
We estimate the possible impact of the exotic production of a Higgs-boson pair through
the decay of intermediate vector-like quarks. The simulations employed in this section are
for an up-type vector-like quark generically denoted by Q. However, the VLQ flavour does
not affect the signal topologies for the final states under consideration [19].
3.1 Simulation setup
For the simulation of the VLQ signal, we allow the VLQ mass MQ to vary and be equal
to 500 GeV, 650 GeV, 800 GeV, 1 TeV and 2 TeV. Signal simulation is performed within
the MG5 aMC@NLO framework [38] where the entire event generation process is auto-
mated [39]. We make use of UFO model files [40] extracted from the Lagrangian presented
in Ref. [20] with the help of the FeynRules [41], NLOCT [42] and FeynArts [43] pack-
ages, as this Lagrangian embeds the model introduced in Section 2. Hard scattering events
are generated at the NLO accuracy in QCD, the virtual one-loop contributions being eval-
uated with the MadLoop module [44] and then combined with the real contributions by
1For a recent study of the LHC high luminosity reach for SM di-Higgs searches in the four-b-jet final
state we refer to ref. [37].
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means of the FKS subtraction method [45] as implemented in the MadFKS package [46].
VLQ decays are then handled automatically by means of the MadSpin [47] and Mad-
Width [48] programs, which allow for retaining both off-shell and spin correlation effects.
The fixed-order calculations, for which the NLO set of NNPDF 3.0 parton densities [49] is
used, are matched with the parton shower and hadronization infrastructure of the Pythia 8
package [50], and we simulate the response of an LHC-like detector by using the Delphes 3
program [51] (using a CMS or an ATLAS description where relevant) that internally relies
on the FastJet package [52] for jet reconstruction.
3.2 Resolved analyses
We consider both an ATLAS-like and a CMS-like resolved di-Higgs boson analysis where
all Higgs decay products can be entirely reconstructed [9, 11]. In the following, a resolved
jet denotes a jet candidate reconstructed by means of the anti-kt jet algorithm [53] with a
distance parameter R set to
R = 0.4 (also known as an AK4-jet). (3.1)
We additionally impose that the jet transverse momentum pjT and pseudorapidity η
j satisfy
pjT > 20 GeV and |ηj | < 2.5 . (3.2)
Jets are potentially tagged as b-jets with an efficiency extracted from the maps provided
in Ref. [54] and we additionally constrain the transverse momentum of all b-tagged jets to
fulfil
pbT > 40 GeV (ATLAS) or p
b
T > 30 GeV (CMS) (3.3)
in our ATLAS-like and CMS-like analysis, respectively. In both our resolved analyses, we
select events that contain at least four resolved b-tagged jets,
N(b) ≥ 4 . (3.4)
The four leading b-jets are then combined into two pairs of jets for which the angular
distance in the transverse plane obeys
∆R(b, b) < 1.5 , (3.5)
each pair of b-jets being assumed to originate from the decay of a Higgs boson.
In the CMS-like analysis, we follow the medium-mass region selection [11] that has been
designed to optimally probe resonantly produced di-Higgs systems where the resonance
mass lies between 400 GeV and 1200 GeV. Denoting by Mh1 and Mh2 the invariant masses
of the two reconstructed Higgs boson candidates, we select events for which these masses
satisfy
χ2CMS =
(
Mh1 − M¯h
σh
)2
+
(
Mh2 − M¯h
σh
)2
< 1 , (3.6)
where M¯h is the average mean of the Mh1 and Mh2 distributions and is equal to 115 GeV.
We moreover choose a width σh = 23 GeV, as stemming from the CMS procedure for
increasing the analysis sensitivity in the medium-mass region.
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In contrast, our ATLAS-like analysis includes first a selection on the transverse momen-
tum, pseudorapidity and invariant mass of the reconstructed Higgs bosons. The transverse
momentum of the leading reconstructed Higgs-boson candidate pT (h1) is constrained to
fulfil
pT (h1) >

200 GeV for m4j < 600 GeV ,
0.65 m4j − 190 GeV for m4j ∈ [600, 910] GeV ,
400 GeV for m4j > 910 GeV ,
(3.7)
where m4j is the invariant mass of the system made of the two reconstructed Higgs bosons
(or equivalently of the four leading b-jets), while the transverse momentum of the subleading
Higgs-boson candidate pT (h2) must obey
pT (h2) >

150 GeV for m4j < 520 GeV ,
0.23 m4j + 30 GeV for m4j ∈ [520, 990] GeV ,
260 GeV for m4j > 990 GeV .
(3.8)
Moreover, the two reconstructed Higgs bosons are required to be not too separated in
pseudorapidity,
|∆η(h1, h2)| <
{
1 for m4j < 820 GeV ,
0.0016 m4j − 0.28 for m4j > 820 GeV . (3.9)
A final selection is imposed on the two masses of the reconstructed Higgs bosons Mh1 and
Mh2 ,
χ2ATLAS =
(
Mh1 − M¯ ′h
0.1 Mh1
)2
+
(
Mh2 − M¯h
0.1 Mh2
)2
< 2.56 , (3.10)
with M¯ ′h = 124 GeV.
3.3 Boosted analyses
We describe in this section our CMS-like and ATLAS-like boosted analysis of a potential
new physics di-Higgs signal. We denote as a CMS-like ‘fat jet’ (JCh with C standing for
CMS) any jet candidate reconstructed by means of the anti-kt algorithm with a distance
parameter fixed to
R = 0.8 (also known as an AK8-jet). (3.11)
The JCh candidate is tagged as a Higgs boson jet if it further satisfies∣∣ηJCh ∣∣ < 2.4 , τJCh21 < 0.6 and mJChpruned ⊂ [105, 135] GeV , (3.12)
where τ
JCh
21 is the ratio of the N = 2 and N = 1 N -subjetiness variables [55] and m
j
pruned is
the pruned jet mass [56]. The efficiency associated with the b-tagging of a Higgs fat jet is
implemented by assuming that the efficiency of tagging a subjet as a b-jet is the same as for
a resolved jet with a transverse-momentum equal to half the fat jet transverse momentum.
We have moreover optimistically assumed that any b-tagged fat jet contains two b-tagged
subjets and we select events that feature at least two b-tagged Higgs fat jets Bh,
N(Bh) ≥ 2 . (3.13)
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The two leading pT CMS-like fat-jet are recognised as the two reconstructed Higgs bosons
h1 and h2, and we further enforce
|η(h1,2)| < 2.4 , pT (h1,2) > 200 GeV and |∆η(h1, h2)| < 1.3 . (3.14)
The final discriminant variable in the CMS-like boosted analysis is the reduced mass
mred = m4j −
(
Mh1 −Mh
)
−
(
Mh2 −Mh
)
(3.15)
with Mh = 125 GeV and m4j abusively denoting the invariant mass of the di-Higgs system
(for having consistent notations with the previous section). The reduced mass mred is
further imposed to be greater than 1 TeV.
For the ATLAS-like analysis, the ‘fat jet’ JAh (with A standing for ATLAS) is defined
by once again using the anti-kt jet algorithm but with this time a distance parameter set
to
R = 1.0 . (3.16)
While CMS uses boosted jet algorithms based on particle-flow tracks [57, 58], the ATLAS
collaboration reconstructs its fat jets (also called large-R jets [59]) from the information
extracted from the topological clusters of the hadronic calorimeter. In our ATLAS-like
boosted analysis, large-R jets are clustered within the FastJet version embedded into
Delphes 3 and then trimmed [60], before we apply constraints on the invariant mass
(mJ
A
h ), pseudorapidity and transverse momentum of the two leading fat jets,
mJ
A
h > 50 GeV , |η(JAh )| < 2 and pT (JAh )| > 250 GeV. (3.17)
The signal region is defined by imposing extra constraints on the two leading fat jets that
are identified as the two reconstructed Higgs bosons h1 and h2,
pT (h1) > 350 GeV , pT (h2) > 250 GeV and |∆η(h1, h2)| < 1.7 , (3.18)
and by enforcing the χ2ATLAS variable defined in Eq. (3.10) to fullfil
χ2ATLAS < 2.56 . (3.19)
After these selection, we derive the invariant mass of the reconstructed Higgs bosons pair
m2J that is used in the ATLAS analysis, to characterise the signal.
3.4 Efficiencies and expectations
The analyses introduced in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 are used to investigate the di-
Higgs signal that arises from the presence of VLQs in the context of the model described
in Section 2. Figure 5 shows the different signal selection efficiencies that we present
as a function of the VLQ mass. We consider both the CMS-like (solid lines) and the
ATLAS-like (dashed lines) analyses, and both the boosted (right panel) and the resolved
(left panel) selections. The different sets of curves correspond to the QCD (red) and EW
(green) production of a VLQ pair (followed by two Q→ hj decays), and to the associated
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Figure 5. Selection efficiencies associated with the analyses introduced in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3
for the resolved (left panel) and boosted (right panel) cases. The CMS-like and ATLAS-like strategies
are respectively depicted by solid and dotted lines, and the results are based on the (NLO-QCD accurate)
simulation of VLQ-induced di-Higgs production in proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of√
s = 13 TeV. We separately consider the QCD (red) and EW (green) production of a VLQ pair that then
decays into a di-Higgs (plus two jets) system and the associated production of a single VLQ (that then
decays into a Higgs boson plus jet system) with a Higgs boson (blue).
production of a vector-like quark (that then decays into a Higgs boson plus jet system)
with a Higgs boson (blue). In order to assess how well our analyses match what could
be expected from the corresponding experimental analyses, we simulate a pp → G → hh
signal where G is a Kaluza-Klein graviton [61, 62] and compare our findings to the signal
efficiencies presented in the original experimental publications. We obtain an agreement
at the sub-percent level.
In the context of the resolved analysis, we observe that the efficiencies related to the
QCD and electroweak VLQ pair production modes are almost identical for a given quark
partner mass as long as the VLQ is not too light, so that the inclusion of the electroweak
channels only modifies the total event rate. As expected, the efficiency is maximal for
light VLQ masses, reaching up to 5% for the CMS-like analysis, and then decreases rapidly
with increasing VLQ masses. The efficiencies associated with the ATLAS-like analysis
are also found much lower, which is explained by the more severe selection strategy. For
MQ > 800 GeV, the single VLQ production channel leads to efficiencies that are higher
than for pair production. The inclusion of this channel is therefore useful to assess the
LHC sensitivity to VLQ models by means of di-Higgs probes more accurately. A stronger
reach can hence be expected, as already suggested by the results shown in Figure 4.
The efficiencies originating from the boosted analyses are in general smaller than for
the resolved case, with a maximal values reached for MQ ∼ 1 TeV and a range spanning 1–
2%. Genuine differences also appear when the di-Higgs system originates from QCD or EW
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Figure 6. Distribution in the invariant mass of the reconstructed di-Higgs system both for the resolved
ATLAS-like analysis (left) and CMS-like analysis (right). We select three benchmark setups with VLQ
masses of 500 GeV (blue), 800 GeV (red) and 1 TeV (grey) and with κT = 0.07, and we overlay our predic-
tions with the ATLAS [9] and CMS [11] data and background.
VLQ pair production, as these two processes lead to a very different jet activity to which
the boosted jet tagger is very sensitive to. We moreover observe smaller efficiencies for the
ATLAS-like analysis due to the more severe selection strategy. These lower efficiencies are
however not problematic as in the boosted regime, the background is also expected to be
much more reduced than in a resolved context.
The four analyses that we have reimplemented have not been designed to target VLQ-
induced di-Higgs production in the first place, as reflected in the comparison of the dif-
ferential distributions in the analysis key observables with data illustrated in Figure 6 in
the resolved case. In this figure, we overlay our predictions for the spectrum in the re-
constructed di-Higgs invariant-mass m4j (built from the four leading jets) with the results
obtained by the ATLAS (left panel) and CMS (right panel) collaborations in their resolved
di-Higgs analysis of 3.2 fb−1 and 2.3 fb−1 of 13 TeV LHC data, respectively [9, 11]. In
Figure 7, we focus on the boosted analysis case and we respectively show the distribution
in the invariant mass of the system made of the two boosted Higgs bosons, m2J , in the case
of the ATLAS-like boosted analysis (left panel) and the reduced mass mred obtained in the
context of the boosted CMS-like analysis (right panel) as defined in Eq. (3.15). In both
cases, the theoretical predictions and the data, respectively extracted from the ATLAS [8]
and CMS [12] publications, are superimposed.
Although it may be challenging for a resolved analysis to be sensitive to VLQ-induced
di-Higgs production for large VLQ masses, boosted analyses in principle offer extra handles
for extending the sensitivity up to the TeV scale. The official numbers of data events and
the predicted numbers of signal events for κT = 0.07 are given in Table 1 for various VLQ
masses. Comparing the magnitude of the yields, it turns out that ATLAS and CMS are
already sensitive to a large fraction of the model parameter space with present data. This
prevents us from requiring a specific design of a VLQ-dedicated di-Higgs search.
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Analysis Data SM
Signals (for given VLQ masses)
0.5 TeV 0.8 TeV 1 TeV 2 TeV
ATLAS-resolved (3.2 fb−1) 44 47.6± 3.8 47.0 3.34 0.78 -
ATLAS-boosted (3.2 fb−1) 20 14.6± 2.4 23.5 2.82 0.933 0.024
CMS-resolved (2.3 fb−1) 797 n.a. 120 7.27 1.68 -
CMS-boosted (2.7 fb−1) 15 n.a. 17.6 2.99 1.10 0.04
Table 1. Number of data and predicted signal and background events for four VLQ masses of
MQ = 500, 800, 1000, and 2000 GeV, as obtained in the four reinterpreted LHC analyses and for
κT = 0.07.
4 Characterising the signal
In this section, we study properties of the VLQ-induced di-Higgs signal that could be used
to characterise it. Whereas the QCD production of a VLQ-pair (and thus of a di-Higgs
system) is independent of κQ, the corresponding EW channel rate scales like κ
4
Q, whilst
the rate for the associated production of a VLQ with a Higgs boson scales like κ2Q.
The knowledge of the resolved or boosted regime is important, and we additionally
consider a semi-boosted context where only one of the two Higgs bosons is boosted. This
new analysis strategy is expected to be important in asymmetric cases where the transverse
momenta of the two Higgs bosons are largely different, as it could happen from non-resonant
Higgs-boson pair production. We therefore define, in this section, three categories that we
denote by boosted, semi-boosted and resolved.
The fully boosted regime includes events where at least two Higgs fat jets are found
after following the boosted CMS-like analysis of Section 3.3 with the exception of the ∆η
selection of Eq. (3.14) that we omit. We tag as semi-boosted events in which only one
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Figure 8. Normalised distribution, at the NLO accuracy in QCD, in the di-Higgs invariant mass
in the context of VLQ-induced di-Higgs production. We distinguish QCD-induced (red) and EW-
induced (green) VLQ-pair production (followed by to Q→ hq decays) and the associated production
of a single VLQ together with a Higgs boson (blue). We set the VLQ mass to 500 GeV (left panel),
1000 GeV (middle panel) and 2000 GeV (right panel).
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 8 but for the transverse momentum of the di-Higgs system.
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 8 but for the separation in pseudorapidity of the di-Higgs system.
Higgs fat jet is found, but that contains two additional b-jets that are consistent with a
h → bb decay as defined in the resolved CMS-like analysis of Section 3.2. We further
impose the two reconstructed Higgs bosons to satisfy Eq. (3.6). Finally, the fully resolved
category admits events with four well-identified b-jets as in the resolved CMS-like selection
of Section 3.2.
We analyse the properties of the two reconstructed Higgs bosons for VLQ masses of
500 GeV (left panel of the following figures), 1000 GeV (central panel of the following
figures) and 2000 GeV (right panel of the following figures). The results are summed over
all the three above-mentioned categories. In Figure 8, we present the distribution in the
invariant mass of the reconstructed di-Higgs system. The spectra are indistinguishable for
VLQ of mass equal to 500 GeV, as in this case the two Higgs bosons are mostly produced at
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Figure 11. Fraction of selected signal events featuring a given number of AK4 jets that are not
originating from a Higgs-boson decay. We separately consider QCD-induced (left panel) and EW-
induced (middle panel) VLQ pair production, as well as associated Higgs and VLQ production
(right panel).
rest. When one increasesMQ, the Higgs bosons start to become more boosted, which results
in differences in the spectrum that depend on the production mode, the peak appearing at
2 TeV being related to a configuration where the two Higgs bosons are back-to-back.
More pronounced differences between the three different production channels can be
observed by studying other kinematic variables like the transverse momentum of the di-
Higgs system, while other observables exhibit very similar spectra. In all cases, it will not
be easy to use the information to disambiguate the production modes. This is illustrated
by Figure 9 and Figure 10 where we respectively show the distribution in the transverse
momentum of the di-Higgs system and the separation in pseudorapidity between the two
Higgs bosons. The pT of the Higgs boson pair has a harder shape for the QCD pair
production channel, while the difference in pseudorapidity between the two Higgs bosons
features a softer shape for EW VLQ pair production. The jet properties are investigated
in Figure 11 where we investigate the AK4 jet multiplicity this time for the signal selected
events. We present the fraction of selected events featuring n jets with n ranging from 0
to at least 5 jets as a function of the VLQ mass. Selected signal events arising from VLQ
(QCD and EW) pair production feature most of the time between one and three extra jets,
whereas di-Higgs production via a Qh pair in general leads to one or two extra jets only.
The difference is however rather mild, so that jet vetoes would be poor handles to separate
the different components of the signal.
Finally, we present in Figure 12 the signal efficiencies as a function of the VLQ mass
for the different analysis categories and the different components of the signal, and assess
the impact of using NLO-accurate simulations (solid lines) instead LO-accurate simulations
(dashed lines). While NLO effects are in general mild at the level of the efficiency for the
EW processes (so that only the total rate turns to be modified), they are noticeable for
the QCD production channel and can reach about 10%.
The results indicate that designing a semi-boosted category is useful as many events
feature a single boosted Higgs boson and not a pair of them, in particular for VLQ masses
of about 1 TeV. This effect is as expected more pronounced for Qh production where
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Figure 12. Signal selection efficiencies as a function of the VLQ mass for the boosted (blue), semi-boosted
(magenta) and resolved (green) analysis categories and separated in terms of the different components of
the signal, namely QCD (left panel) and EW (middle panel) VLQ-induced production and Qh (right panel)
production. The solid lines refer to NLO simulations while the dashed lines refer to a LO simulation.
the two Higgs bosons are produced in an asymmetric fashion, one of them being directly
produced and the second of them being originating from a VLQ decay. On different lines,
the efficiency of the resolved analysis for what concerns EW VLQ-pair-induced di-Higgs
production is very large in the low mass region, so that the inclusion of this channel can
be really helpful to further constrain the low-mass region of the parameter space when the
κQ coupling strength is not too small.
Our phenomenological analysis has moreover shown that the three different production
channels have different kinematic properties so that further selection cuts could be imple-
mented in the aim of distinguishing them once a signal is observed at the LHC. While
no distribution seems sufficient by itself, the usage of a combination of all the available
pieces of information simultaneously, via, e.g., a multivariate analysis technique, could
allow to achieve a sufficiently large discriminating power. Other channels and variables
could nonetheless be useful for characterising any potential excess and disentangling the
theoretical setups that could accommodate the excess [63].
5 Conclusions
Many extensions of the Standard Model feature one or more than one vector-like quark
multiplets. The presence of several extra multiplets of quarks is motivated both by their im-
pact on the predictions for various well-measured observables, which allows one to ease the
corresponding experimental constraints, and by theoretical considerations. For instance,
the combination of extra quark multiplets could tame down new physics effects on the cou-
plings of the Z-boson to quarks, or could originate from the symmetry structure of a model
where the custodial symmetry is enforced. In such scenarios, the model may accommodate
vector-like quarks in the low-energy part of the particle spectrum that dominantly couple
to the Higgs boson and the SM quarks.
We have provided in the present study working examples of such a situation and
developed a model-independent implementation in terms of an effective Lagrangian with
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parameters related to the physical observables, and we have connected this Lagrangian to
two realistic ultraviolet-complete setups. We have further investigated the potential impact
of di-Higgs probes for discovering or constraining the model, and we have detailed the
variety of channels giving rise to a di-Higgs signature that could be mediated by (single and
pair produced) vector-like quarks. Our predictions include next-to-leading order corrections
in QCD and show their relevance not only in terms of cross-section values, but also for the
increased precision with respect to the uncertainties.
We have furthermore considered the decay of the two Higgs bosons into four b quarks,
and performed simulations corresponding in a close way to the existing Run II analyses
performed by ATLAS and CMS both in the so-called resolved and boosted regimes. We
have looked in details to the resulting signal efficiencies and to kinematical observables and
their usage as handles on new physics. The current experimental analyses are mostly based
on the study of resonant channels, which are not optimal in the case of a di-Higgs signal
stemming from the interactions of vector-like quarks with the Higgs boson. Nonetheless,
the Higgs bosons are typically sufficiently boosted to yield acceptable efficiencies for VLQ
masses larger than 500 GeV.
Our study also allows to go to a further level of characterisation of a potential signal,
using specific kinematical observables which can discriminate the VLQ-induced di-Higgs
production mechanisms. The conclusion of such a study is that there is an opportunity of
improvement with respect to the present bounds (or discovery) in the forthcoming LHC
analyses, under the condition that a study tailored on the VLQ-induced di-Higgs channels
is performed.
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